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•How is it any different than the kind of plant and
animal breeding that humans have been doing for
centuries, if not millennia?

• What’s the purpose of genetic engineering? Why are
we using it? What is it good for? Who benefits?

• Do GMOs pose any unique risks?

• How do regulatory systems affect biotech crop
development and acceptance?

• Why is this debate important?

Overview of genetic engineering



• Most food we eat today is a
human artifact

• Crops and food animals
have been extensively
modified by humans at the
genetic level through
selection, cross-breeding, and
hybridization

Is it any different?



• Humans select for traits that are useful to us:
nutrition, ease of growing (resistant to disease and
pests, drought), animal labor

• Very different outcomes than what natural evolution
would select; would not survive in wild

• Selection and cross-breeding can be powerful tools for
creating new traits and varieties of plants and animals

Is it any different?



Cauliflower, Cabbage, Broccoli, Kale and Brussels Sprouts All
Derived from the Wild Cabbage (now rare)



•Classical breeding uses natural reproduction as a way
to try to put a desirable genetic trait into an organism,
taken from a trait that has evolved in nature or mutated
naturally

•As scientific techniques and understanding of genetics
have improved, breeders trying to find ways to increase
natural diversity to expand the genetic toolkit and to
overcome natural reproductive barriers

• E.g., irradiation of seeds to create mutations that are
then screened for utility

Is it any different?



• Genetic engineering has same goals, but uses direct
manipulation of cells in a laboratory to insert genetic
material that carries the desired trait

• Overcomes traditional species barriers

• Can swap genetic material from widely-separated
species and kingdoms (microbes, animals, plants,
humans)

• Can create varieties of bacteria, plants and animals
with novel traits

Is it any different?



~3 billion base pairs

~20,000 genes

~200 cell types



• But “species” is an arbitrary concept to geneticists

• Genes are “conserved” across many species – they
perform the same function whether in fruit flies or
humans

• We share many of our genes with bacteria, plants and
animals

Is it any different?



The percentage of genes you share with:

50% 60%

90% 99.9%

Is it any different?



• Faster, more certain method of introducing new
genetic traits than classical breeding

• Allows the creation of organisms with desirable traits
that could not be made with classical breeding

• Used to modify microbes, plants, and animals to meet
the same wide variety of human needs as classical
breeding: food, fuel, shelter, clothing, medicine

Why use genetic engineering?



• GMOs do not raise new kinds of risks.

• For food, genetic engineering can change
allergenicity or toxicity of crops, but so can traditional
breeding techniques – so not a new issue

-- National Academy of Sciences

• But also has potential for health benefits:
enhancing nutritional value of foods (golden rice,
healthier oils)

Do GMOs have any unique risks?



• Environmental impacts

• Concern about irreversibility

• Novel traits can impact environment (consider
invasive species) in a number of ways

• But also can have environmental benefits:

• reduction of synthetic chemical pesticides

• tools to fight disease and blight (papaya;
chestnut blight; citrus greening)

Do GMOs have any unique risks?



• Reviews for food safety and environmental risks

• US: FDA, EPA, USDA “Coordinated Framework”

• Risk- and product-based policy

• US experience since 1990’s:

• fast and broad adoption of GM corn, cotton,
soybeans by farmers

• no evidence of new health or environmental
problems

• consumer lack of knowledge, market suspicion of
other GM foods

Role of Regulatory Systems



•EU:

• precautionary principle

• regulations based on process

• labeling

• few (if any) GM foods on market or GM crops
grown

• Consumer rejection

• Other countries: mixed approaches

Role of Regulatory systems



• Regulatory review should provide consumers with
confidence in safety of GM products

• But regulations also impose significant barriers to
entry, especially for smaller-market foods

• Regulatory approval has not solved the problem of
market and consumer acceptance

• Complicated by global trade issues

Role of Regulatory systems



• We face unprecedented global challenges – climate
change, loss of biodiversity, scarcity of fresh water, and
growing populations in the developing world

• To date, most GM crops made by large companies for
large scale farmers (agronomic traits -- control weeds
and bugs); no tangible benefits for consumers (flavor,
freshness, nutrition)

• But worldwide adoption of GM cotton shows
economic, health, and environmental benefits (reduced
chemical pesticide) for developing countries

Why is this debate significant?



• Potential to develop crops for developing countries
with increased yields through new traits like drought-
resistance and disease- and pest-resistance

• Potential to develop crops with higher nutritional value
(Golden rice)

• Ability to develop plants that resist spreading diseases
(papaya), with potential for other threatened crops and
trees (oranges, chestnut trees)

• Potential to improve traits for crops not of interest to
large biotech companies (cassava)

• Potential to improve forests as carbon sinks

Why is this debate significant?



• Given challenges, can we afford to throw any tool out
of the toolbox?

• Genetic engineering not the only technological
approach.

•Challenge is in governance to ensure benefits and
minimize risks, and to build public trust

•Technology alone is not a solution – still requires
infrastructure and policies to support (distribution,
farming practices, cultural opposition, management,
economic policies)

Why is this debate significant?


